AVP WA NEWSLETTER – Autumn 2022

Upcoming Workshops
Jul 23-25
Acacia (mainstream) Advanced
Jul 29 Koya Aboriginal Corporation series of mini workshops
Aug 13-15
Acacia (mainstream) T4F
Aug 16-18
Bunbury Prison
T4F
Aug 22-24
Wooroloo
Adv
Aug 27-29
Acacia (mainstream) Basic
Sep 10-12
Acacia (protection) T4F
Sep 10,17
Community Basic
Sep 19-21
Wooroloo
T4F

If you’d like to be involved in any of these, please contact Mark, our administrator (Details end of newsletter).

Facilitating in Prisons
Many AVP facilitators choose to facilitate workshops in prison. This can be both very challenging as
well as extremely rewarding. A good way to try out the prison environment is to attend one of our
training sessions in Acacia prison where you will be in the company of experienced outmate facilitators
while having a chance to meet our inmate facilitators and getting a feel for the prison environment.
One challenge we currently have is that obtaining prison clearances is a lengthy and tedious process.
Also it is necessary to attend a 2 hour induction session if you want to enter Acacia prison. If you think
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you might like to be part of a prison training day or workshop it’s best if you apply for a clearance soon.
Do this by initially contacting Mark (avp.wa1@gmail.com) and he will guide you through the process.
Our next training day in Acacia is Saturday 3rd December.
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The Wonders of the AVP WA Website…
Workshop coming up. Can’t find your AVP manual? DON’T PANIC!!
You can access all the information you need on the AVP WA website https://avpwa.org/ . As an active
AVP WA facilitator you can login (see below) to the non-public part of the site. Here you will find:
• Workshop manuals
• Workshop resources
• Forms and templates
• AVP WA policies
• Workshop reports and more …
If you have forgotten your password, please email Mark at avp.wa.1@gmail.com.au for assistance. This
really is an invaluable resource!
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AVP Traing Day 7th May 2022
A relatively small group of us (10) gathered for this session. After enjoying a delicious lunch
we worked through the agenda below.

ADVERSE CHILDHOOD EVENTS
⚫ Term used to describe very stressful events or circumstances that children may experience
during their childhood.
⚫ Widely recognised and researched ACEs relate to abuse [physical, sexual and emotional],
neglect [physical and emotional] and household adversities [exposure to family violence,
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⚫

parental substance use; parental mental illness; separation or divorce; incarceration];
bullying, serious accidents or injuries, discrimination, extreme poverty, and community
violence. .
Such experiences can have serious consequences - especially when they occur early in
life - are chronic and/or severe, or accumulate over time.
⚫ Legislators, caregivers, and the media increasingly recognize that childhood adversity
poses risks to individual health and well-being.

⚫

However, adversity does not predestine children to poor outcomes, and most children are
able to recover when they have the right supports—particularly the consistent presence of
a warm, sensitive caregiver
BRAINSTORM

FACTORS FOR A STRONG AVP TEAM
1.
Open and honest communication
Comments:
Honest but respectful. Not too formal. Confidence needed. Need knowledge and skills on how
to communicate. Understand the participants every group s different. Dispel any form of
judgement.
Ask team members if they achieved their purpose in an exercise rather than criticising.
Score 10
2.

Reading, discussing and agreeing to the team contract

Comments:
It would be good to know the contents of the team contract by heart.
We need to have conformity
It is a good example for the participants
Important to discuss the content so that we all agree with each other about the meaning
Score 10
3.

Taking time for the team prep and debriefs

Comments:
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Gives team members an opportunity to ask opinions of each other as to how they went or how
thye could improve.
A chance to discuss a new idea or how an exercise could be done better- before or after.
A team member could have been triggered during the session and needs to have a chance to
express and work through it.
Score 10
4.

Thorough preparation

Comments:
For team members to understand each other’s methods so they don’t interrupt they need to
know that there will be a chance given to other team members to add to the debrief when the
leader has finalised their planned debrief.
Prepare for participants expressing emotions to who and how that will be treated.
Score 10
5.

Ability to give and receive feedback

Comments:
A lot of people find this very hard. Make sure you are not going through the motions at the end
of the day.
Give feedback (with kindness and genuineness) on the exercises rather than the person.
Maintain objectivity.
Self reflection – giving people the opportunity to give themselves feedback first.
Learning edges,
One person directs the feedback at the end of he day.
Be aware of egos – others and your own
Score 8
6.

Being empathetic

Comments:
It’s important. Extend empathy. Demonstrate empathy. Listening is almost like empathy.
Set the tone: eg in “how violence affected my life.”
Score 7
7.

Having a bit of fun, lightness, humour

Comments:
Most important. Makes it easier to attend a workshop (as a facilitator.
Helps maintain perspective.
Timing is important – can be inappropriate.
Give the workshop energy. Changes the mood.
Having a laugh as a team models cohesiveness and good team building.
Score 8.66
8.
A belief in the efficacy of transforming power and other AVP principles
Comments:
Really important that something will turn into an insight
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“Expect the best” = ? applies in violent situations
Everyone starts where they are at
Powerful when people share their stories.
Score 8
9.
A degree of self awareness (motivation, strengths and weaknesses, unconscious
biases)
Comments:
Important to be aware of strengths, weaknesses, triggers, triggers, biases, vulnerabilities,
prejudices.
Being aware that unconscious biases exist
Motivation – something to be proud of. Values, belief in what we do.
Score 9
10.

Flexibility (trying new things, allowing others to try new things)

Comments:
Very important especially when there are challenges.
Provides trust, promotes goodwill.
Requiring trust when you don’t know the dynamics of the group.
Score 10
11.

Team composition (gender, age, experience, number on the team)

Comments:
Gender – depends on the group
Important but depends on what is available.
Score: 5
12.

Enthusiasm

Comments:
Important – sends a massage
The team performs better when feeling positive and believing that what we are doing is
worthwhile
Score 9
Conclusion: We agreed that the team is pivotal to the success of an AVP workshop and serves
as a model for community building in the whole group. Most of the factors considered above
are of high importance.
Feedback
Effects of adverse childhood experiences: Very good, useful, interesting, insightful, great.
How’s about a workshop on adverse childhood events?
Light and Lively (Dan the dancer): super, fun, physical, energetic. Would work for Zoom.
Teams discussion: helpful, worthwhile, insightful, good reminder.
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Teams small groups and report back: Good, thought provoking, good having different
questions and scoring, small groups allow for more discussion, great topics.
Light and lively (veggie cart): Lots of fun, lots of movement. Veritable moveable feast.
Can be adapted eg fruit salad.
General: Great lunch, good day, good interactions lots of fun.
___________________________

A Famous Recipe:

by ANON

4 cups Intelligence
1 1/2 cups Responsibility
1 cup Tactfulness
2 cups Open- mindedness
1 cup sifted Initiative
4 cups Understanding
3 cups Ambition
3 cups unbeaten Patience
4 cups Ability
Dash of judgement
6 cups love
Ensure all ingredients are at body temperature.
Sift intelligence, ambition, & understanding together.
Mix attitude and open-mindedness until dissolved.
Gradually add ability, tactfulness, and responsibility.
Stir in initiative and judgement thoroughly.
Beat in patience until smooth.
Blend all ingredients well.
Sprinkle liberally with cheerfulness and love.
When absorbed thoroughly, cool and spread with common sense.
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Letters To Self As A Teenager
Wooroloo 29/06/2022

Dear teenaged self,
Be careful who you trust. Not everyone who you call a friend has the best intensions. Stick with smoking
weed if you have to do something to cope. Alcohol and meth ruin everything in your future. Don’t let
your anger get out of control. Think before you act. When it comes to conflict, think of non violent ways
to deal with it. You already care for everyone else. I’m writing this letter from Wooroloo prison.
Hello,
Work hard, stay strong, forever love your family while also remembering that whilst you only have one
chance at life & if you go off the track just know that the track is always going to be there for you to get
back on track AGAIN!!
Your older self.
Dear teenaged self,
You will find out that money isn’t everything. You already have a good work ethic. It’s more important
to be with your loved ones and create more memories. Take more time to do the things you like without
family or any other influences. You will find out that the things you are good at are more profitable and
you will have had a more enriched and happier life, doing what you would have wanted, rather than
caving in and doing what everyone else wanted you to do.
To S.., I would like to say that life goes by very quick so every moment is valuable! I would say, ‘treat
your family with the very most respect and always put them first. Try to settle down on the partying and
stay focused and work oriented and stay involved in sports. If you find yourself slipping down the
rebellious road, ask for help and don’t choose drugs and destruction because everything can slip away
from you in a heart beat and you are spiralling out of control before you know it! Try to talk about your
problems and issues and keep it real and don’t be disheartened by setbacks and stuff that doesn’t go your
way. Stick to your goals and guns and don’t get side tracked. Have belief and don’t keep living in the
past and remember to laugh and bring positive energy in the future to come. BELIEF IS
EVERYTHING!
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Dear J…
Life is a difficult journey. Hard labour is so good for you man. It leaves less time for
mischief and a body too weary to party. Look to those who have Succeeded and endeavour to copy
them. Their industry and sobriety and honesty leads to success. Avoid fornication and be true to your
wife. Two individuals pulling as one will do the work of 3 or 4 individuals. Have Belief ?
Dear T…
As time goes by, you will quickly realise that time is very precious. The decisions you
make today can have an everlasting consequence on the future. Not just your ownm but on the people,
family, friends and loved ones that stand by you through times of adversity. Remember that every action
has a consequence and consequences are some thing that you have to live with!!! It’s not so much How
you deal with adversity. It’s more about how you lived your life after Adversity. Life is short. Make
the most of the time you have. Live your dreams. LOVE YOURSELF!
Dear Little me AGED 17, Hello me, How are you doing? It’s you from the future. The year is 2022,
aged 45. Yes, you’re still alive. HA HA . Things are going to be a struggle until you hit 27. You have
3 beautiful kids. Your daughter XXXXXX aged 19, sons YYYY 14 and ZZZZ aged 7. You will be so
proud of them, but you need to spend more time with them …OK?? Just enjoy life and family. Do not
hold too much grudge. Life’s too short to dwell over shit. Remember.. Always trust your head. That little
voice does. CUT.. Ask for help. Don’t think you can do it on your own, ‘cause you can’t. Trust me!
Never change.
Me.
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What If……?
The all new ‘What If……? A comic visualising our world and its multitude of scenarios through a non-AVP
and AVP lens respectively through comedy, satire and drama.
The Troll Effect…

There are times in life when the stress of life can bring out the troll in people. This week’s ‘what if’ comic
is a satirical portrayal of how a simple interaction can occur when we have a need or want such as a beer
to relive the stress of the day.
Please forward your inspirations and ideas that may occur during workshops, watching the footy or
taking that peaceful drive via the email link below, all ideas and inspiration are welcome.
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Word Find
Welcome everyone to a new word find! As well as a bit of fun and one of those activities to pass the
time and keep the mind sharp, the word find is themed on aspects of AVP. Each newsletter will feature
a new wordfind with a new theme shaped around various aspects of the workshops. This issue’s word
find is themed on an adaptation of a Light & Lively featured in our May Training Workshop. The great
aspect is it can serve as a mindfulness tool for facilitators as well as a draw or ice-breaker for discussing
AVP workshops with people who may be considering participating in an upcoming workshop.
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Editor’s note
A newsletter is published every quarter.
If you have any news, photos, inmate contributions
or new things you’ve tried in workshops, please
send them to our newsletter editor Michael Hislop.
hisloptm@gmail.com

Need more information?
For details of upcoming workshops or
training, to volunteer to help facilitate a
workshop, or just to find out more about
AVP, please contact our administrator Mark
Newhouse.
0400 231 151 avp.wa1@gmail.com
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